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Annual Remuneration

2. QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES
1. INTRODUCTION
Remuneration Governance
The following remuneration disclosure report has been
prepared in accordance with the Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority’s (APRA’s) requirements under the
APS 330 Public Disclosure standard. This disclosure
standard requires that all Authorised Deposit-taking
Institutions (ADI’s) provide a public disclosure of
qualitative and quantitative remuneration practices.

HSBC Bank Australia Limited is a direct subsidiary of The
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited
(HBAP) which in turn is a direct subsidiary of HSBC
Holdings plc (“the Group”) and subject to the
Remuneration Rules of the Group’s lead regulator, the UK
Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”).

Qualitative remuneration information applies to all
employees (including executives) of HSBC Bank Australia
Limited (“HBAU” or “the Bank”). Quantitative
remuneration information relates to identified Senior
Managers and Material Risk takers of HBAU:

The HSBC Group Remuneration Committee (“RemCo”) is
tasked with the responsibility and authority to approve
all remuneration matters, including the terms of variable
pay plans, other long term incentive plans and individual
remuneration packages of:

Senior Managers: managers covered by the HBAU
Remuneration Policy. Effectively, this group covers the
Australian Chief Executive Officer and their executive
direct reports.

-

Material Risk-Takers (MRTs): executives/senior
managers whose activities can materially affect the
financial soundness of HBAU or a substantial part thereof
OR for whom variable pay comprises a significant
proportion of total reward.

-

executive directors;
other senior Group employees;
employees in positions of significant influence;
employees whose activities have or could have a
material impact on the Group’s risk profile or
financial soundness; and
any other employees as determined by the
Committee from time to time in accordance with
the requirements of the Group’s regulators.

HBAU Remuneration Policy
Those designated as Senior Managers and/or MRTs are
the most senior executives of HBAU.

Remuneration for all employees of HBAU and its
subsidiary companies is governed by the HBAU
Remuneration Policy.

During 2017 the Bank had 18 executives identified as
Senior Managers and nine identified as MRT. Seven
executives were considered to be both Senior Managers
and MRTs.

The Policy details:
-

HBAU’s reward strategy (see detail further in
report);
reward objectives;
link between pay and performance;
design and structure of remuneration;
approach to gender pay equity; and
Board oversight

The policy is determined and approved by the HBAU
Board and must comply with the HSBC Group
remuneration policy.
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HBAU Board Sub-Committee on Remuneration
Members of the Sub-Committee on Remuneration

A sub-committee on Remuneration (“the Committee”)
has been appointed by the HBAU Board and operates
within the authority delegated by the Board in
accordance with the Bank’s responsibilities under APRA’s
prudential standards. The Committee’s responsibilities
are also in line with the expectation of the PRA that
remuneration rules are to be applied at both Group and
subsidiary level, reflecting effective risk management and
internal controls.

Six non-executive directors (“NEDs”) served as members
of the Committee for all or part of the 2017 year, the
majority of whom are independent and not full-time
employees of the Bank. They were Graham Bradley
(Chairman), Carol Austin, Jann Skinner, Matt Lobner,
Mark Johnson and Tony Cripps.
Committee members do not receive additional fees for
service on the Sub-Committee.

The purpose of the Committee is to:

Remuneration Strategy

consider, endorse, reject or recommend modifying
remuneration recommendations, including the
quantum of fixed pay increases and variable pay;
report to the Board, make a determination on any
proposed Malus (reduction and cancellation of
unvested deferred awards) for Key Management
Personnel (KMP) (being HBAU’s Senior Managers
and MRTs) for the purposes of aligning risk
governance with the performance-based elements
of any remuneration package;
consider, endorse, reject or recommend modifying
the Remuneration Policy or changes thereto; and
conduct regular reviews of the Remuneration Policy
of the Bank and, at least annually, assess the
effectiveness and compliance of the Remuneration
Policy with the requirements of any current APRA
Prudential Standard.

-

-

-

HBAU’s remuneration strategy is designed to reward
competitively the achievement of long-term sustainable
performance, and attract and motivate the very best
people who are committed to maintaining a long-term
career with the Group while performing their roles in the
long-term interests of our stakeholders. We believe that
remuneration is an important tool for installing the right
behaviours, and driving and encouraging actions that are
aligned to organisational values and expectations.
The remuneration strategy is based on the following
principles:
-

The Committee met once in 2017. At this meeting (held in
December 2017), the Committee:
-

-

-

-

-

reviewed the Remuneration Policy of the Bank
and recommended that the Board formally
adopt the Remuneration Policy;
reviewed the adequacy and effectiveness of the
Remuneration
Policy,
and
confirmed
compliance of such with the requirements of
current APRA Prudential Standards;
considered remuneration recommendations,
including the quantum of fixed and variable pay
for employees of the Bank;
approved the remuneration recommendation
for the HBAU Chief Executive Officer; and
reconfirmed that no executive Director or Senior
Manager of the Bank was involved in deciding
their own remuneration.

-

an alignment to performance at all levels taking into
account both ‘what’ has been achieved and ‘how’ it
has been achieved. The ‘how’ helps ensure that
performance is sustainable in the longer term,
consistent with HSBC’s values, conduct and risk and
compliance standards;
being informed, but not driven by, market position
and practice. Market benchmarks are sourced
through independent specialists and provide an
indication of the range of pay levels and employee
benefits provided by our competitors;
targeting pay for employees across the full market
range depending upon their individual performance
and that of HBAU. An individual’s position in this
market range will also vary depending upon their
performance in any given year.

Remuneration Framework
HBAU’s remuneration framework enables delivery of the
remuneration strategy. Principles of the framework
include:

The Committee did not obtain advice from external
remuneration consultants for the year ended 31
December 2017.
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offering our employees a competitive total reward
package that includes a mix of fixed pay, variable
pay and employee benefits;

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

exceed

The section below provides further detail on the Bank’s
deferral policies and practices.

maintaining an appropriate balance between fixed
pay, variable pay and employee benefits, taking into
consideration an employee’s seniority, role,
individual performance and market;
offering market competitive fixed pay levels that
allow our employees to meet their basic day to day
living expenses;
variable pay is awarded on a discretionary basis and
dependent upon Group, HBAU and individual
performance;
employee benefits offered should be valued by a
diverse workforce, appropriate at the local market
level and support HSBC’s commitment to employee
well-being;
promoting employee share ownership through
variable pay deferral or voluntary enrolment in an
all employee share plan;
reward packages should be linked to performance
and behavior with no bias towards an individual’s
ethnicity, gender, age, or any other characteristic;
and
the application, if appropriate, of malus and
clawback to appropriately adjust variable payments
for outcomes realised after award. Group wide
policies provide consistent guidelines and criteria
across the Bank.

-

quantum of award (does award
minimum thresholds).

All variable pay and incentive schemes are required to
adhere to a set of design principles and meet approval
standards as defined in the Group Standards Manual.
Under the terms of the Group Standards Manual, all
variable pay and incentive plans require the approval of
the Finance, Risk, Legal, Compliance and Human
Resources functions. The Finance function validates the
achievement of relevant financial metrics.

Deferral of Variable Pay
HSBC Group requires a proportion of variable pay awards
above certain thresholds to be deferred into awards of
restricted shares and cash. The purpose of this is to
ensure that:
-

the interests of the Group and its employees are
aligned with those of its shareholders;
the Group’s approach to risk management supports
the interests of all stakeholders; and
remuneration of KMP is consistent with effective
risk management.

Remuneration Design

The deferral of variable pay ties recipients to the future
performance of the Group. Subject to Malus provisions,
the deferred restricted shares and cash are released in
equal tranches over the applicable vesting period.

Remuneration at HSBC comprises fixed pay and variable
pay:

The deferral arrangements for Senior Managers and
MRTs are outlined in the table below:

Fixed pay consists of base pay, which includes cash and
salary sacrifice items, fixed pay allowances, and
superannuation. Fixed pay and benefits are reviewed
annually in the context of business performance, internal
relativities and market practice.
Variable pay consists of short term incentive scheme
payments, annual bonus and long term incentives
designed to reward performance.
An overall variable award may be made as cash (deferred
or immediate), or shares (deferred or immediate). The
mode of delivery of an executive’s award is determined
by a number of factors:
-

nature of role performed (i.e. are they MRT?);
and
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Senior Managers

Material Risk-Takers

Award
Threshold

USD 75,000

< GBP 500,000

% Deferral

Sliding scale from 10% of
award over USD 75,000 to 50%
of award over USD 1,000,000

40%

Vehicle

Restricted Shares (RSUs)

Vesting

> = GBP 500,000

60%

50% RSUs/50% Cash

3 years (year 1: 33%, year 2: 33%, year 3: 34%)
Those MRTs identified as Risk Managers* under the Group MRT definition are subject to deferral
of 5 years vesting in 5 equal instalments

Retention
post vesting

No

Up to a period of one year

*In 2017, one MRT in Australia was designated as a “Risk Manager” and subject to a five year vesting period.
adherence to the Group values, which are key to the
running of a sound and sustainable bank. Actual levels of
variable pay depend on the performance of the Group, its
constituent businesses and functions, the Bank and the
individual. This ensures that risk management is
embedded and forms an integral part of all our activities.

Linking Pay and Performance
Objectives determined at Group level are cascaded
throughout the Group, thereby driving an aligned set of
objectives. The total variable pay earned by an individual
is dependent on the achievement of the individual’s
objectives, which are derived from those objectives
determined at Group level. Objectives include both
financial and non-financial metrics and are weighted
according to the nature of the role performed. Actual
payout levels depend on an overall performance
outcome, combining the performance of the Group,
Global Businesses, Global Functions, the Asia-Pacific
Region, HBAU, and of the individual. This ensures that
remuneration structures drive achievement of the short
and long term objectives of the Bank and the Group and
that outcomes are reflective of actual performance
against these objectives.

Variable pay allocations are made by considering:
weighted financial and non-financial performance
metrics, with special attention to risk and
compliance and the metrics contained in the Group’s
Risk Appetite Statement (“RAS”) (see page 5 for
definition of the RAS); and
assessment of financial performance, which is
principally based on profit as opposed to revenue
and also taking into account the current and future
risk associated with the generation of the profit.

-

-

The purpose of variable pay is to reflect the extent to
which the Group, the Bank and the individual’s annual
objectives have been met, considering adherence to the
Risk Appetite Framework (RAF), absolute performance
and performance relative to peers and competitive
market practice.

Risk Management and Remuneration
HBAU’s remuneration framework is reinforced by the
Group’s risk management framework. HBAU considers
and puts in place measures and controls around key
categories of risk:

At the end of each performance year, overall performance
is judged on performance outcomes and, importantly,

-
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Financial;
Strategic;

-

Reputational;
Operational; and
Compliance.

-

The RAF and RAS are key components of the overall risk
management framework. The RAS describes and
measures the amount and types of risk that the Group is
prepared to take in executing its strategy. Risk appetite is
expressed in diverse risk dimensions using various
financial measures, including Return on Risk Weighted
Assets, Profit Growth, Cost Efficiency, Capital and
Leverage Ratios, Expected Losses and Reputational Risks.
The RAF and the RAS form an integrated approach to
business, risk and capital management and support
achievement of the Bank’s and the Group’s objectives.

-

-

In addition to performance management processes which
measure what has been achieved, there are additional
considerations which support the overall assessment of
how performance has been achieved. These include:

The Bank’s remuneration frameworks and policies are
aligned with the RAS. At a Group level, the Group Risk
Committee has responsibility for reviewing performance
against the Group RAS, with the Group Chief Risk Officer
providing regular updates on Group risk appetite
positions to the Group Risk Committee and the Group
RemCo.

-

-

The Group Risk Committee also has cross membership
with the Group RemCo with the Group Chief Risk Officer
being a regular attendee of the Group RemCo. This
ensures that the variable pay pool is shaped by risk
considerations and any Group-wide notable events. The
Group’s annual variable pay pool is determined based on
a review of a number of factors including financials
(including an allocation model of retained earnings,
dividends and variable pay), risk and market
benchmarking.
Local
risk
considerations
and
performance then inform the final size of the Australian
variable pay pool.

a separate behavioural rating for all employees,
which determines their eligibility for variable pay
and influences their variable pay outcomes;
a formal process of identifying “notable events”1;
and
a Global Consequence Management Framework to
support and guide line managers to deal with
employee conduct breaches and apply the
appropriate actions including variable pay award
adjustments.

Control Functions
Under HSBC Group policy, control functions (including
Risk and Financial Control) staff report into their
respective function i.e. individuals in control functions
have a formalised direct reporting line through the
functional line rather than through the business to ensure
conflicts of interest are avoided. The performance and
hence remuneration of control function staff is assessed
according to a balanced scorecard of objectives specific to
the functional role they undertake. The Group’s
discretionary approach in determining variable pay for
MRTs, as defined by the PRA, ensures that any possible
conflicts of interest are fully considered in determining
individual awards.

There is similar cross membership and governance
structure for HBAP Risk and Remuneration Committees.
All employees have non-financial risk objectives within
their individual performance objectives designed to
ensure that they:
-

maintain sufficient and effective processes and
controls in identifying and mitigating risks and
ensure timely escalation and resolution of all
control issues and risks;
adhere to applicable global, regional and country
policies and standards including Group standards,
Global Function instructions and Global Business
instructions; and
complete Risk and Compliance mandatory training
in a timely manner.

understand and adhere to both the letter and the
spirit of all laws, regulations and regulatory
guidance that apply to the Group and the Bank, and
report any breaches in accordance with local
procedures;

Compliance & Legal, the event and any consequence for employees
is detailed in a malus report and submitted to the UK PRA and FCA
(Financial Conduct Authority) and to APRA.

1

Notable events are identified by Group Risk and agreed with the
Group Risk Committee and Group Remuneration Committee.
Following investigation of the event by representatives of Risk, HR,
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3. QUANTITATIVE DISCLOSURES

Quantitative Tables

Sub-Committee Member Remuneration

The following tables have been prepared in accordance
with the quantitative requirements outlined in APS 330.

One Committee meeting was held during 2017 to review
and approve fixed and variable pay recommendations for
the 2017 performance year and to review and endorse
the HBAU Remuneration Policy as outlined above.

Table I provides details on the aggregate fixed pay and
variable pay for MRTs and Senior Managers for the
performance year ended 31 December 2017.

Committee members receive standard Board fees for
service on the HBAU Board and do not receive additional
fees as compensation for membership of the SubCommittee.

Table II provides details of outstanding deferred
remuneration for MRTs and Senior Managers as at 31
December 2017. There were no reductions to the value of
outstanding deferred remuneration during 2017 due to
either ex post explicit or implicit2 adjustments.

Senior Manager and Material Risk-Taker
Remuneration
The type and award of variable payments to Senior
Managers and MRTs in 2017 are summarised in the table
below:
Type of Variable
Payment

Awarded in 2017

Performance-based
variable pay

Yes – to 18 active (as at 31
Dec) Senior Managers
and MRTs*

Guaranteed
Bonuses/Sign-on
Bonuses

Not awarded

Severance payments

Yes – to 1 leaver. Total
payment AUD $162,720

*Details of the 2017 variable pay allocations are outlined
in Table I.

Outstanding, unvested, deferred shares are exposed to ex post
implicit adjustments. The total value of these shares in 2017 and
2016 was calculated based on the closing market share price of
HSBC Holding plc (London) as at 31 December of the respective

financial years. HSBC’s share price was 16.7% higher as at 31
December 2017 when compared to that of 31 December 2016.

2
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Table I

31 December 2017

Remuneration Item

31 December 2016

Material
RiskTakers4
$'000

Senior
Managers3
$'000

Senior
Managers5
$’000

Material
Risk-Takers6
$’000

Fixed Remuneration
Fixed base salary (Non Deferred) 7

3,570

3,323

4,050

2,444

249

401

519

167

1,669

1,165

2,200

1,085

Cash (Deferred)

0

918

61

500

Restricted shares (Non-deferred)

0

1,165

91

750

Restricted shares (Deferred)

344

918

496

644

Vested restricted shares10

365

1,686

266

637

Vested Deferred Cash

527

2,166

179

1,380

Other(Non

Deferred) 8

Variable Pay
Cash (Non- deferred) 9

Table II

Remuneration Item

31 December 2017
Material
RiskTakers4
$'000

Senior
Managers3
$'000

31 December 2016
Senior
Managers5
$’000

Material
Risk-Takers6
$’000

Outstanding Remuneration
Cash

106

1,160

11

1,624

745

2,153

925

1,703

Share Based Rewards
Share and share linked awards11

Includes 11 Senior Managers and excludes 7 that are also
considered as Material Risk-Takers.

8 Includes

non-salaried items such as car parking costs and
associated benefits tax and excludes any allowances that are
included in fixed base salary.

3

4 Includes

MRTs.

2 MRTs and the 7 Senior Managers also considered as

9 Cash

portion of variable pay that is not subject to retention.

Includes 14 Senior Managers and excludes 4 that were also
considered as Material Risk-Takers.

10 Values

are at the face value with the share price and FX rate as at
the time of vesting.

6 Includes

11 Values

5

MRTs.

1 MRT and the 4 Senior Managers also considered as

are at the face value with the share price and FX rate as at
reporting date.

7 Includes

base salary, fixed pay allowances, superannuation and all
items packaged as part of salary.
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